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acpo ltd.
8035 Lake Winds Dr.
PO Box 418
Oak Harbor, OH 43449
Tel: 800-793-TAPE (8273); 
      419-898-4243
Fax: 877-675-5344
Web: www.acpo.com
 
Who We are
At acpo ltd., we are solely devoted to manufacturing self-wound 
pressure sensitive roll label films for the label printing and flex-
ible packaging industries. As overlaminate leaders, we are an ISO 
9001:2008 certified company, and pride ourselves in maintaining the 
highest quality manufacturing standards while providing customers 
with superior products, exceptional service and on-time shipments.

Our state-of-the-art 150,000 square foot manufacturing facility, 
located in Oak Harbor, OH, USA, implements the latest coating and 
slitting equipment technology. With our skilled and knowledgeable 
work force, we practice Lean Manufacturing principles and strive for 
continuous improvement for our internal operations. Our on-site 
laboratory is furnished with high grade testing equipment which 
we put to good use in our pursuit for new product development 
and innovative solutions for customers seeking project assistance or 
customized product applications.

As the leading PSA roll label film manufacturer, acpo’s product 
line is extensive.  We offer same day shipping for all stock self-
wound polypropylene overlaminates. We manufacture a full line of 
self-wound polypropylene and polyester overlaminates in clear and 

matte finish in various thicknesses. Our specialty products include 
easy release, FDA compliant, photoluminescent, removable, thermal 
transfer, UL recognized and UV screening.

Our PS laminates on polyester liners present several production 
benefits, including easy release for smooth unwind and better 
tension control on press. These same PS laminates boast superior 
clarity for optimal aesthetics without concern for fish eyes, a true 
premium label look appearance.

For label converters with digital printers, acpo manufactures 
self-wound overlaminates specifically designed for this technology. 
These PSA roll label films have a proprietary adhesive formulation 
for high compatibility with digital printing equipment and perform 
extremely well, offering durability, scratch protection and attractive-
ness to the label. This product line is available in clear and matte 
finish, and standard and premium UV screening.

We also produce form, document and tag reinforcement 
narrow-width overlaminates, carton sealing tape, and offer un-
supported film for immediate slitting and shipping. For custom 
projects, we have contract coating and contract slitting capabilities.

As a USA based company, acpo ltd. is proud to service our 
dedicated and loyal customers in North America and abroad. 
Consequently, we have established partnerships with dedicated na-
tional and international distributor networks that practice the same 
customer commitment to quality and service as acpo ltd.

If you are a current customer or thinking about becoming 
one, we encourage you to review our company website at www.
acpo.com. For questions, please contact our friendly sales and 
customer service team. We are here to assist you with all your 
overlaminate needs.
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